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To research and develop model programs and self-sustaining learning communities that engage students from all backgrounds in doing mathematics at a high level.
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Winter Greetings 2016

In this newsletter:
- Holiday greetings from Mathworks
- Camp applications for summer 2017 are now open!
- Four Primary Math World Contest team members have been chosen from the Mathworks Math Contest participants
- Alumni donation campaign

Holiday greetings from Mathworks
Have a safe and happy holiday season! 2016 was an exciting year for Mathworks, and we look forward to another great year in 2017. Best wishes for 2017!
Dear Alumni,
Have you recently...
Moved?
Started graduate school?
Landed a new job?
Written a book?
Received an award?

Or simply want to reconnect with other alumni?

We at Mathworks would love to hear what alumni are doing these days!

Simply fill out this online update form.

Camp applications for summer 2017 are now open!

We are now accepting applications for our exciting math camps this summer! We have a half-day camp for students currently in grades 3-8, a residential camp for students currently in grades 6-8, and our high school camp for students currently enrolled in high school. Click here to apply, or follow one of the links above.

Four Primary Math World Contest team members have been chosen from the Mathworks Math Contest participants

Over 500 middle school students participated in the Mathworks Math Contest, given in November. This contest is open to any middle school student. Out of these students who took the Mathworks Math Contest, four were selected to represent Mathworks and Texas at the Primary Math World Contest in Hong Kong in 2017. Congratulations to Andy Jiang, Isabella Quan, Rich Wang, and Stephanie Wang!

Alumni donation campaign

Our goal for the alumni donation campaign is to reach $28,000 by our 28th summer. 2017 marks the 28th annual Honors Summer Math Camp. Max Warshauer held the first Mathworks math camp in 1990, and as they say, time flies when you’re having fun!

Please consider sponsoring a student to attend the Junior Summer Math Camp. $400 supports one full scholarship for a student with financial need.

Donate to Mathworks Now

Be featured in an issue of ProofPoints!

We invite our readers (especially Mathworks alumni) to update us on where you are
"Like" the Mathworks facebook page!

Receive instant news updates, connect with other alumni, and check out fun math topics!

Support excellence in mathematics education

Donate online here and help provide mathematical opportunities to young students for years to come.